
Modular and 
robust column 
bath hoist

Autolift

WARRANTY

YEARS



127kg
max 

patient weight 

A strong, attractive 
bathing hoist. 

Autolift

Whilst the Autolift is simple in its design and 

approach, it will solve the problems with 

transfers experienced by many users and 

carers in everyday life. With a stainless-steel 

construction, this hoist will easily withstand 

the rigours of a humid bathroom atmosphere, 

giving years of reliable service.

Features

K Custom base plates available 
 to suit any floor type

K Fixed or removable mobile seat options

K 3Yr Warranty

K Powered or manual versions available

Benefits

K Suits most baths and environments

K 127kg weight capacity

K Can be upgraded from manual  
to electric operation after installation 
if requiredOrder Code: AA5000



For easy transfer between bedroom and bathroom,  
the Autolift is offered with the optional chassis,  
which accepts the seat; the carer lowers the seat  
whilst attaching the chassis, the wheels the user  
away from the bath through to the bedroom.

Other accessories include the commode aperture seat 
for easy access and personal hygiene. An extending  
leg rest can be supplied with the commode chair to 
assist users who require leg support whilst transferring. 

The Autolift bath hoist is available in both battery 
powered or manual configurations; the battery 
version allows control through a two-button handset, 
and has a removable battery for charging outside the 
bathroom. The manual column is carer operated and 
is very simple and easy to manage.

What makes the Autolift unique is the flexibility  
of installation, even in situations where other  
hoists aren’t able to work. Some of the successful 
installations are shown above, and include corner 
baths, low level baths, and even situations where  
there is underfloor heating in place. With a wide 
selection of arm and seat designs, you can cater  
to just about any bathroom design. Customisations  
can be made where there are maybe unusual 
dimensions or designs to be worked with.

Call our sales team today to discuss your requirements, or head to our  
website for further information, on www.wealdenrehab.com/autolift.
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